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Low volume night session to this point with just 11K corn and 9K beans trading on 
the lead month of each. Both sides of unchanged have traded in corn, beans, and 
wheat. The exception, MN wheat that has been in negative territory all session.  
 
Low volume trade continues. Yesterday saw the third lowest corn trade volume of 
the year at just 180K contracts. Corn has seen only 4 sessions top the 400K mark 
since July 1st. Soybeans not much better; have seen only 4 sessions top 200K since 
July 1st. 
 
Dow futures trading 225 points higher this morning. Poor performance again 
yesterday after the pounding and gap lower on Monday’s trade.  Crude oil $1.20 
higher this morning on the heels of gains yesterday. Trade looking expecting 
another decrease in inventories with EIA report data later this morning.  
 
Cash basis walking a fine line. Some locations continue with strong basis as 
demand stays strong with limited harvest availability. Spread between Northwest 
Iowa and the eastern belt that was a negative has turned positive by nearly 80¢ 
to the west.  
 
Trade talk of China buying 4 or 5 boats of soybeans lifting futures yesterday. 
Need to sell “boats” of beans to China nearly everyday if we are going to export 
over 2 billion bu this year. But a move must have a story, right.  If that’s all this 
market has, daily sales that do nothing more than get us to the export total the 
USDA suggests, this is going to be a tough road. 
 
SX21 dipped below its 200-day moving average Monday and yesterday. At 
@12.76 ¼ this morning its back above the 200 MA. Corn market also above its 
200-day MA this morning. 
 
At 0600 CZ21 trading 2 ¾¢ higher at $5.19 ¾ with SX21 2 ½¢ higher at $12.76 ½. 
Vol totals again on the lite side which has become the norm.  
 
EIA energy data later this morning. Quick look at week / week soybean crush 
calculations also later this morning. 


